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Background
Pollution regulation in India is in need of renovation. As of today, environmental regulators in India rely
primarily on the conventional command-and-control approach to control pollution. In a very simple form,
this requires enforcing an absolute technology-based or performance-based standard with severe penalties
upon non-compliance.
Unfortunately, command and control can be effective only if: (i) regulators have access to very high quality
information, (ii) regulators have significant capacity to monitor and enforce compliance and (iii) there is a
great deal of flexibility in setting standards. These characteristics are not available in many settings,
including the Indian context. Without these features, a command and control environmental regime is not
only costly for regulators and the regulated; it may also be inefficient and lack transparency. These concerns
have repeatedly been raised by all stakeholders – regulators, industry, civil society and the public – but
limited success has been achieved in reforming the present framework.
One pathway to change may involve transitioning to Continuous Emissions Monitoring Systems (CEMS)
(Central Pollution Control Board, 2013). Using these technologies has the potential to significantly increase
the level of sophistication of data handled by regulators, and if used properly this may significantly improve
enforcement. Taken by itself however, CEMS is not a magic bullet – like any metering and measurement
technology, the use of CEMS requires careful calibration and regular auditing and without these processes
cannot yield useful information.
Legal reform is another important means through which India might improve environmental regulation.
India’s Air Act (1986) and Water Act (1974) are hampered by a penalty structure that allows for criminal
penalties that are far too low to act as deterrents, coupled with more extreme actions including criminal
cases, imprisonments, and plant closures. It has been suggested that the absence of any civil fines has meant
that penalties remain highly inflexible and difficult to impose, and therefore cannot act as effective
deterrents.
In the past few years, the quality of data collected by Indian regulators has significantly improved. This
opens up the possibility of using low-cost, information disclosure and transparency schemes to improve
environmental outcome. Sometimes referred to `third-way' regulation, there is evidence that these initiatives
may increase the effectiveness of an underlying command and control structure at relatively low costs.
Although transparency programmes have been used successfully in other parts of the world, (Toxic Release
Inventory in the United States, the Program for Pollution Control, Evaluation and Rating (PROPER) in
Indonesia. A particularly wide-ranging effort of this kind comes from the ‘Blue Map’ created by Institute of
Public & Environmental Affairs in China, which releases real time data on the pollution from over 15,000
large factories across China.
An innovative pilot of this type was launched in Maharashtra on June 5 2017, India’s first star-rating
programme for industrial emissions. This disclosure pilot has also introduced the concept of rankings and is
the first of its kind in the country. There is evidence that when a firm is seen as being better for the
environment, it also does better on the stock market (Klassen and McLaughlin 1996).
Unfortunately, none of these approaches can overcome all the inherent problems with command and control
regulations. The Indian government has studied areas of reform to environmental regulation through the
appointment of multiple task forces, high-level committees, and external consultants (Ministry of
Environment Forests & Climate Change, 2014). Several expert committees have emphasized the need to use
fiscal instruments that align incentives and reduce costs of complying with regulations, following the
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“polluter pay” principle (Ministry of Environment Forests & Climate Change, 2014). Reflecting this,
roadmaps that include the use of economic instruments (market-based incentives) for the prevention and
control of pollution (Ministry of Environment & Forests, 1992a, 1992b, 2006, 2012, 2015) have been
reiterated over two decades.
An important benefit of CEMS is that they enable the deployment of market based regulatory instruments.
They solve a key technical requirement of transparent and high-quality information on pollutant emissions.
In other parts of the world, market-based instruments have proven that more effective pollution regulation
can occur at drastically reduced costs as compared with the status quo (Ellerman & Buchner, 2008; Fowlie,
Holland, & Mansur, 2012; Keohane, 2006; Wang, 2016). In theory, such instruments would ensure data
transparency, internalize externalities by pricing environmental goods and services efficiently and
sustainably incentivize behaviour change. Although they are relatively easy to monitor, markets need to be
designed to be robust against shocks, implemented carefully and reformed if necessary (Schakenbach,
Vollaro, & Forte, 2006).
Before they could be implemented on a wide-spread scale in India, regulatory experience and capacity
building through smaller pilots may be necessary. Although markets have not yet been used in local
environmental regulation, India’s energy sector has instituted an important trading regime with the roll-out
of the Perform, Achieve and Trade (PAT) Scheme in 2012. The scheme has institutionalized a mechanism
for energy savings with significant reduction in industrial emissions as a co-benefit. Although the impact of
this policy mandate is pending evaluation, mid-term assessment indicates potential markets in other
industrial sectors (PricewaterhouseCoopers Pvt. Ltd., 2014). There is therefore scope to learn from these
initiatives to examine whether similar ideas may be effective in regulating air and water pollutants. Even as
we recognize the potential benefits of innovative regulation, it is essential that policymakers carefully test
ideas before scaling up. The results of different policy experiments may thus inform further developments in
national and state-level pollution regulation.
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Sessions
How can information-based, transparency-based and market-based regulatory instruments help tackle air
and water pollution in India? How conducive is the current environmental policy landscape in India to
implementing such regulation?
Broadly speaking, this is the umbrella theme of the conference. In order to thoroughly examine the problem
at hand, we propose to divide the conference into sessions based on four sub-themes:

1. Command-and-Control: Successes and Challenges
Some questions this session seeks to answer are: When is the command-and-control approach successful?
When is it not? What are the challenges to implementing these regulations and how do we know if they are
ineffective? How does this type of regulation affect industry and their compliance levels?

2. Information and Transparency
How does improved information provide incentives for pollution-reducing behaviour? How successful have
international attempts been at improving transparency of pollution data? What are some best practices to
follow to ensure information transparency? What does an effective data acquisition and handling system
look like?

3. Legal Framework
How does India’s legal framework present opportunities for new regulation including market based
regulation? Which legislations are currently archaic and are in need for amendment? How have other
countries created an ecosystem for markets and what major roadblocks did they encounter? Is the penal
regime embedded in Indian law robust and flexible enough to meet environmental objectives?

4. Monitoring and Enforcement
What are some common challenges encountered during monitoring rural, urban and industrial pollution? Are
there some pollutants that are particularly difficult to monitor? Which enforcement strategies have proven to
be most effective?

5. Market-Based Regulation: Successes and Challenges
When and where is a market-based scheme applicable? How can markets aid in achieving India’s climate
and development goals? What are the challenges faced by other countries while implementing markets, and
how have they seen benefits?
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